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Sya and the rest of the Bronze and Golden Saints, who survived the Battle of the Sanctuary, entered the world of the dead. They're fighting to get to Aides. Download Saint-Saya Aides Inferno torrent from the anime category on Isohunt. Torrent hash: 46bb5d3f97d3982f70ae94e5a68cfe51cc64e6e2. You are currently
watching or downloading St. Saya Aydom Chapter Inferno subbed/duplicated online Anime-Sub.com. The best site for free HD streaming/headquarters anime in English and many different languages (German, Spanish, Portuguese, French, Russian, Chinese, Bulgarian, Vietnamese and Romanian)! Tags: Watch St.
Seiya The Hades Head of Inferno, ova, Special, St. Saya Aide Head Inferno ger, folge Deutsch, ver episodic espanol, portugues online, mandarin BG subbed, capitulo italiano Ita, francais vostfr, ru subtitles, episode, snaid ro, crane viet sub, Japanese raw, Saint-Saya Executive Producer: Kyozo Moriashit Author: Eugene
Son Studio by Licensed 2018 Saint Seiya (聖闘⼠星⽮ (セトセヤ), Seinto Seiya), also known as Saint Seiya: Knights of the zodiac or simply Knights of the zodiac, is a Japanese series written and illustrated. It was serialized in 1986-1990, with chapters collected in 28 volumes. The story tells the story of five mystical
warriors, called Saints (聖闘⼠ (セト), Sento, or Knights in some adaptations) who struggle to wear sacred armor called Clothes (聖⾐ (クロ), Kuros), whose designs stem from various characters adopted as their intended guardian symbols, and empowered by a mystical energy called Cosmo (⼩宇宙 コモ). The Saints
vowed to defend the reincarnation of the Greek goddess in her battle against others who wanted to dominate. The manga was adapted into a television series that lasted from 1986 to 1989, before being continued as a three-episode series between 2002 and 2008. Four animated feature films were screened in Japanese
cinemas from 1987 to 1989, the fifth in 2004 and the sixth in 2014. Since 2006, the creator of Kurumada publishes a sequel to the manga under the title. Several spin-off manga by various authors have also been created, as well as standalone anime and. Saint Seiya has been successful, with more than 35 million copies
sold throughout 2017. The series became known in the West after it became popular in 1988, where it was given the name Les Chevaliers du zodiaque; it was also the first overseas release of the series. Both the original manga and anime adaptation were successful in other Asian, European and American countries, but
none of them were translated into English until 2003. In North America, manga is licensed, anime has been released as (as Knights of the zodiac) and, and four films were released. See also: The story is dedicated to an orphan named who was forced to travel to Greece to get the bronze fabric of the constellation
Pegasus, a protective armor worn by 88 warriors of the Greek goddess, known as the Saints. After the awakening of His Cosmos, the power of the Saints, which is the inner spiritual essence, arose in, Seyya quickly becomes the Saint of Pegasus and returns to Japan to find his older sister. Because his sister
disappeared on the same day that Seyya went to the sanctuary, Mitsumasa's granddaughter Kido (the man who sent all the orphans to train) went with him to fight in a tournament called the Galaxy Wars. In this tournament, all the orphans who survived and became bronze saints must fight to win the most powerful
fabric: Sagittarius Golden Cloth. If Seia goes there to compete and win, Saori will start looking for Seyya's sister. The tournament is interrupted by the vengeful Phoenix Bronze Saint, who wants to eliminate the track from the people who forced him to undergo his training. He steals parts from Sagittarius' cloth and
eventually fights against the remaining Bronze Saints: Seia, (Brother Ikki), and to complete it. After Ikki's defeat, the Bronze Saints are attacked by the Silver Saints, who were sent by the Sanctuary Pope to eliminate them. When they remain victorious, the Bronze Saints learn that Saori is the reincarnation of Athena and
that the Pope once tried to kill her as a child. The Golden Saint Ayolos shot saved Saori, but was soon killed and gave Saori to his adopted grandfather, Mitsumasa Kido. Determined to join forces with Saori, the Bronze Saints go to the sanctuary to defeat the Pope, but upon arrival Saori is badly wounded by a golden
arrow from the Silver Saint. To do this, they need to go through 12 temples, each of which is guarded by one Golden Saint (the most powerful Saint of Athena). After several battles, Saya enters the Temple of the Pope and learns that he is the Golden Holy Twins Saga, who in his madness killed the real Pope to gain
more power. With the help of the cosmos of his friends, Seya can knock out Saga and use a shield from the statue of Athena to heal Saori. Soon after, Saga, having acquitted himself, committed suicide as a self-justification. In the second story arc, the Greek god is transformed into the body of Julian Solo, the heir to a
wealthy and powerful family who follows his will to flood the Earth. Saori goes to his temple, where Julian offers her to reduce the flooding by absorbing water inside the Central Pillar of the Oceans. After Saori, Seyya, Hui, Hyun, Shun and Shirya go to the underwater temple of Poseidon and face its undersea, Marines.As
Seyya, Hig and Shirya go to Julian, Ikki learns that the mastermind The war twin of Saga, Gemini Canon, who manipulates Poseidon. During the final battle, Poseidon's spirit wakes up inside Julian and manages to defeat his opponents. Rescued by the Saints from the Pillar, Saori seals Poseidon's soul in it. The third and
final arc follows the god of the Underworld freed from his seal and revives the dead Golden Saints and Pope Aries Sion, and along with some of his 108 Ghosts sends them to the Sanctuary to kill Athena. The remaining Golden Saints, serving Athena, are able to conquer the enemies, but Saori commits suicide. This act
is instead intended to send her directly to the Underworld to face Seydes face to face, and the Bronze Saints follow her. Sion reveals that the true intentions of the revived Golden Saints were to give Saori her own cloth, and give it to Seya's group before dying again. In the Underworld, when the Saints are battling the
Ghosts of Aides, Shun is obsessed with Aides. Saori reaches Aida and banishes his soul from Shun's body. Ayd then takes Saori to Elysium, and the five Bronze Saints follow them. In the final fight against Aid and his two followers, Hypnos and Tanatos, the Saints acquire the strongest fabrics of God and use them to
help Saori defeat Aida. However, Seyya also sacrifices himself after receiving one of Aydes' attacks, and the Saints return to Earth with their bodies. When Masami Kurumada was in the process of creating Saint Seya, he gave Seye the name Rin at first, as Kurumada was going to name his manga Ging no Rin (Rin
Galactica). However, as Kurumada continued to develop his manga, he decided to change the name to Seiya, which was more relevant. He first wrote the name with Holy Arrow to link it to Seya's state as a saint, but later decided to use kanji, which meant Star Arrow to emphasize the constellation and mythological
motif. Finally, he changed his manga name as well, on St. Saya, as soon as he fully developed the concept of Saints.Also, Kurumada stated that one of the first ideas he conceived for St. Sayus was the Pegasus Meteor Fist. Since his manga was going to use constellations as a very important and constantly present
theme, he wanted his hero to have a special pitch that would be like a stream of meteors. When Kurumada designed the likeness of Seyya, he was inspired by his character Ryuji Takane, the protagonist of his manga hit, which he created nine years before seiya. Most of the characters in Kurumada's works bear
similarities to Ryuji, as Kurumada subscribes to the revered technique of s (stable cast of characters). The same process is done with almost all other characters in the series. Media Manga. Cover of Saint Seiya: Knights of the zodiac Volume 1, as published. Written and illustrated, Saint Seiya was published in the
magazine from January 1986 to December 1990. Separate chapters were collected 28 volumes. The series consists of three main parts or acts: the Sanctuary Act (volumes 1 to 13), the Poseidon Act (volumes 14 to 18) and the Aides Act (volumes 19 to 28). Volume 13 also contains a separate story titled The Head of
Nastasy from the Land of The Ice (氷ナタシャ編, Tori no Cooney no Natasha Hen). In addition to the original 28 volumes of the tank, the series has been reissued several times. First, as 15 volumes in 1995, is the collector's version. The second reissue was 2001, the Library version. The series was released again in
2003 in 19 volumes with images of artistic design from the anime adaptation, and is called Remix Version.'The Fourth reissue, in 22 volumes and called The Full Version, contains additional color pages as well as colored armor schemes. Another remix version was published in late 2007 to coincide with the broadcast of
the head of Elysion anime. Another Remix version was published in late 2012. The series is licensed in English in North America under the name Saint Seiya: Knights of the zodiac. Viz released the first collected volume of the series on January 21, 2004, and as of February 2, 2010, all twenty-eight volumes were
released. In honor of the 30th year of the original classical manga Saint Seiya in Akihabara (Tokyo) in June 2016, a convention dedicated to the historical series will be held. For 30 years of classical manga Saint Seiya, also opened a website official called seiya30th Second exhibition dedicated to the 30th anniversary of
the manga, will be held in China (Hong Kong) in September 2016. Saint Seiya 30 Shunen Keny Gashu, Seiiki - Sanctuary: Illustration 130 pg Masami Kurumada for the 30th anniversary of the classic Saint Seiya Manga Original (1986-1990), launched on October 21, 2016 takarajachem in Japan. Other series. Main
articles: and during 2002, a new manga called Began Serialization. The story is located 7 years before the events at the beginning of the original manga Saint Seiya, and 6 years after the death of the Golden Saint, making the main character. During the series, brought back to life with the mission of restoring their realm,
and the Golden Saints are tasked to stop them to protect humans. This new series is written and illustrated, under the permission of Masami Kurumad. The individual chapters were published in the journal Champion Red and they were compiled by a total of 20 tank'bon. In the summer of 2006, Kurumada resumed the
history of Saint Seia. The official sequel to the original manga, the story continues with the previous Holy War between the deities in the universe of Saint Seiya. Heroes from this journey back in time to save Pegasus Sey from his imminent death. The full color series is published in Akita Shoten's Journal of Schoenen
Champion on Irregular with 10 composed tank'bon volumes released so far. In addition, the publication of another new manga, titled, began in the autumn of 2006. This series tells an alternative interpretation of the previous Holy War, which took place in the 18th century, 250 years before the original series in the
universe of Saint Seia. The story focuses on the relationship between Tenma, the Saint Pegasus, and his beloved friend, Lonely, who eventually became his greatest enemy, Aides. Together with Saint Seiya: Next Dimension, she was published in the journal The Champion of the Sun by Akita Shoten. Written and
illustrated by Shiori Tesirgi under Kurumada's permission, the chapters were composed of 25 tanks. In June 2013, the third spin-off of the manga Saint Seiya was announced. Under the title, he began serializing the September 2013 issue of Champion Red Magazine. The series features a female saint named Sh' as
protagonist and authored by Chimaki Kuori, under the commission of Masami Kurumada. Main articles: and an anime adaptation based on the manga Saint Seiya, was created and broadcast from October 11, 1986 to 1989. The film was directed by Kyozo Morishita (episodes 1-73) and then Kazuhito Kikuchi (episodes
74-114). Character designers and aesthetics have been and composed soundtracks. After Kurumada's storylines from the manga, the main writers were (1-73) and Yesyyuki Suga (74-114). The series consists of three main parts: (episodes 1-73), which exist only in anime adaptation (episodes 74-99) and (episodes 100-
114). The anime was canceled and left unfinished in 1989, leaving one arc of the manga unimim ventured. One of the other series of the franchise, Saint Seiya Ω. The show began broadcast on Asahi television in the spring of 2012. There are two English dubs anime series, one of which has been heavily edited and the
other has been censored. Both dubs are incomplete. In North America, the edited dub premiered on August 30, 2003, and only the first 32 episodes aired before the show was canceled. This dub, renamed the Knights of the zodiac, was licensed. Changes made to this dub included cutting overly violent scenes, adding in
previously defunct digital scene transitions, coloring all instances of blood blue and renaming it magical energies, rewriting scripts, renaming multiple characters, and replacing themes of discovery, ending themes, background music, and sound effects. Licensed the rights to home video in the series and released
episodes called DIC. In addition to this, ADV also released a separate DVD series with an original, uncircumcised Japanese version of the show with English subtitles, which also included a new, uncut dub (with a different voice than the one used by DIC). ADV's dub, in addition to being uncircumcised, also kept all the
original music and featured dub scripts that were much to the original Japanese dialogue. Thus, the first 60 episodes were released. In early 2009, the uncircumcised version was re-released in two box sets, and ADV expressed interest in releasing the rest of the uncut series and completing their uncircumcised dub.
However, in the same year, ADV closed and ceased operations. A DVD titled Saint Seiya: Sanctuary Classic Complete Collection was released on DVD in the United States on April 15, 2014 by New Video, featuring the first 73 episodes in Japanese with English subtitles. On June 20, 2014 and September 2, 2014, two
box sets were released in Japan, containing all 114 episodes of the classic series, restored to high-definition video and audio along with additional material. In addition, on April 1, 2015, TV Asahi in Japan began re-apaiming the original anime series in honor of its 30th anniversary, as well as the 30th anniversary of the
manga on which it is based. The new anime series was announced by Toei Animation under the title, which began airing on April 1, 2012 with 97 episodes. As the original story of anime, it does not occur in the continuity of Kurumada's manga. In most English-speaking countries, Saint-Seya Omega is available in English
subtitles until the end. A new CG project for the series was revealed in the works in December 2016, at CCXP in Brazil. The site Cinematoday.jp published an article dated August 2, 2017, which showed that the project was collaborating with to make a new adaptation of the manga and anime series. Was announced as
a director, and Eugene Son among others as writers. The first season will follow the Galaxy Arc of Wars to Silver Arc St. with twelve episodes. Novels on November 9, 1988, Weekly Seunen Go released Jump Gold Selection Anime Special 2, written by Takao Koyama, with illustrations by the designers of the animated
characters of the series and. This special offer is only a detailed recollection of the attempt on the newborn Athena. There is also a series of two novels written by Kurumada and Tatsuya Hamasaki named St. Saya - Gigantomachia, which were published by Jump J Books. The first novel was released in Japan on 23
August 2002, and the second was released on 16 December 2002. Main article: Four animated feature films were shown in Japanese cinemas from 1987 to 1989.A fifth animated film was released in Japanese cinemas in 2004, Heaven Chapter - Overture (天界編 序奏, Tenkai Hyun Jose), which was to follow the
chronology of the regular chronology immediately after the end of the manga (which finished to be adapted on August 1, 2008) as a prologue to the new chapter. Toei Animation initially announced that this new chapter would be a new animated series, but Kurumada later stated that he wanted the film to be part of the
trilogy. During the press conference, Kurumada revealed the wishes of the series. After Pegasus Seyy defeats zeus, he must go on and face Chronos, God Time.Toru was not allowed to say anything else. With the serialization of Saint Seiya: Next Dimension, Kurumada removed the overture from the canon of the
Universe of Saint Seia, although some elements that appeared in it remain in continuity. The new film Saint Seiya, made at CGI, was produced by Toei in honor of the 25th anniversary of the franchise. Despite the first film released in 1987, none of the films received an official English release in North America until It was
announced by Discotek in 2012 that they had acquired the rights to home videos for the first four films and intended to release them on two DVDs, each containing two films. DVDs contain Japanese sound with English subtitles. In 2003, the French magazine AnimeLand published an interview with Masami Kurumada,
where the author revealed that the company approached him a few years ago with a fifteen-minute live-action pilot of the film Saint Seiya.The project was abandoned as Kurumada did not feel the essence of the series had been saved. In a later interview published in 2005, the reporter was allowed to watch the video
and commented on how the names of the main characters were changing and noted that one of them had been changed from male to female. Original video animation. Main articles: and it's a series (OVAs) that cover the last arc of the manga, which has not previously been adapted in the anime. The first 13 episodes
were broadcast on the Japanese channel from November 9, 2002 to April 12, 2003, and then were released on DVD during 2003.These 13 episodes were named Hades - Chapter Sanctuary (冥王ハデ⼗⼆宮編, Mei'h'desu Jy'ny' Hen) and volumes adapted from 19 to 22 manga. This OVA series was directed by
Shigeyasu Yamauti, so far with an animation of the character designs of Shingo Araki and Michi Jimeno, while the scripts were adapted from the manga this time around, and the soundtrack was entirely taken from Yokoyama's work on the previous series. Two years after the first part of the saga of Aide, the head of the
Sanctuary, the second part was produced in 2005. This second chapter was named Aids - Head of Inferno (冥王ハデ冥界編 前章, Mayo Hedesu Meikai Hen - zenche) and consists of six episodes, adapting volumes from 23 to 25 manga. However, most of the original voice actors did not reprise their roles other than as
the narrator., the original voice actor, died August 6, 2006 due to lung cancer. On the same Animax channel, Toei Animation released the first two OVAs on December 17, 2005, followed by the following two on January 21, 2006. The last couple was released on February 18, 2006. Shortly after their television broadcast,
which lasted for 2 months, episodes were released on DVD in 2006. This short OVA series was directed but the other staff remained the same. Toei Animation officially announced the news on its website on July 18, 2006. Then, Aides - Chapter Inferno - Part 2 (冥王ハデ冥界編 後章, Mayo Hedesu Meikai Hen - Kyosha),
which contains 6 episodes in total, was released, adapting volumes from 25 to 26 manga. On June 28, Masami Kurumada announced on his personal blog that production had begun on Aida- Head of Elysion (冥王ハデ エリシオ編, OVA Mayo Hedesu Erision Hen). It was thought that the release was supposed to be in
mid-December 2007, as in the last two years with the performance of two chapters of Inferno (Sensho and Koshe), but as of the end of november October.In, 2007, Toei Animation announced that the official release of the head of Elysion will be in March 2008, not in December 2007 as originally planned, The Elysion
OVAs were released in March (episodes #26 and #27), May (#28 and #29), as well as in August (#30 and #31), and adapted the last two mangas, 27 and 28. The series, titled Began Streaming, in 2015. The musical in August 1991, a musical sponsored by Bandai, was performed at the Aoyama Theatre in Tokyo, Japan.
History retells the chapters Sanctuary and Poseidon. The cast included members like Five Bronze Saints and Poseidon.The characters Aries Moo, Leo Ayolia, and Scorpio Milo were portrayed by members of another group. In May 2011, Masami Kurumada announced on his website that the new musical Saint Seiya was
in the works. Debuting in late 2011, the play was called Saint Seiya Super Musical, and presented an adaptation of Saint Seiya's first film, Evil Goddess Eris. Video games Several video games have been released based on the series. For two role-playing games called Saint Seiya: Segon Densetsu and Saint-Sayy:
sgontsu Dense Kanketsu-Hen, were released in 1987 and 1988, respectively. For one role-playing game called Seitoushi Saint Paradise: Saikyou no Senshitachi, was released in 1992. Bandai released a typing game called Saint Seiya: Typing Ryu Sei Ken for in 2003. In 2003, Bandai also released another role-playing
game called Saint Seiya: The Densetsu-Hen Perfect Edition for zgon, adapting the first 73 episodes. In 2005, Bandai released a 3D game that adapts the same episodes as the previous game, with characters from the first series of the classic Saint Seiya series. The sequel to this game was released in 2006 under the
name Saint Seiya: The Hades, adapting the original video animated series concerning the Hades series, the classic. Unlike previous games, these two games were released outside japan, later released first in Europe in 2006 and then in Japan and Australia.A new game called Saint Seiya Online was to be released in
August 2009 from Japan and Perfect Beijing, but the release was postponed. Open beta testing of the game began on May 16, 2013, but only China.Saint Seiya Online presents a 65-piece orchestral score written and performed by the Angel City Studio Orchestra. The recording took place at the Eastwood Grade Stage.
The game was first shown in production back in 2006 on July 14 on the blog of Masami Kurumada, but it wasn't until 2008 on November 7 that it showed more information about the game on his blog, including an image from the game with five major Bronze Saints in their original colors. In 2011, in honor of the 25th
anniversary of the classic series, the Saint Seiya theme slot machine was released, featuring five main bronze saints and twelve Golden Saints as characters. In addition, the game was released in November 2011 under the title, with the characters of the classic SERIES Saint Seiya; also known in Europe as Saint-Seya:
The Sanctuary of Battle. Recently, the video game was announced and released on October 17, 2013 聖闘⼠星⽮ ブレ ソブブジャズ. (, 2015), with the characters of the classic TV series Saint Seiya and Soul of Gold.release one smartphone game app about the classic Series Saint Seiya, offering slot machine and
pachinko gameplay. The app is called Saint Seiya Cosmo Slottle (聖闘⼠星⽮ ⼩宇宙ロト, Seinto Seiya Kosumo Surottoru). Events in the game cover the arc of the Galaxy Wars and the arc of the Twelve Temples in the interpretation of the anime adaptation. In addition, a new game for the mobile phone gaming portal,
was announced for the release of Spring 2014. The game is called Saint Seiya - Big Bang Cosmo (聖闘⼠星⽮-セトセヤ ビグバコモ, Seinto Seiya Biggu Ban Kosumo) and will offer a style of play in the style of trading cards. In addition, a new Saint Seiya themed pachinko was released in March 2014. Titled Saint Seiya -
Golden Fierce Battle Chapter (聖闘⼠星⽮-⻩⾦激闘編, Seinto Seiya - Hekito-hen, the gameplay is based on the events of the Arch of the Twelve Temples, a classic series. The zodiac Brave, bandai game, RPG for smartphones and mobile phones, with characters from the classic series Saint Seiya, 2016. The new
pachinko game was released across Japan in 2017, which contained re-animated scenes from the sanctuary and poseidon arc of the first anime adaptation. Games featuring characters from Saint-Saye:. Famicom Jump: Ayew Retsuden (Famicom, 1989). Pop n music melody (, 2000). Pop'n Music Animelo 2 (Arcade,
2001). Saint Seia Tiping Ryu Sei Ken (, 2003). Jump! Final Stars (2006). (, 2014). Saint Seya x Moster Strike, game for with characters from the classic Saint Seiya series, 2016. The discography was the main composer of the original anime series Saint Seiya. Series.
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